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Most entries in this index are classified first by country and then under the railway or city concerned. Articles of general interest affecting more than one country are listed under International, which precedes the alphabetical listing of countries; this section also includes categories for Surveys & Overviews, Interviews and Comment & Viewpoint.

Separate sections at the end of the index cover Industry, Innovations, Maps, Letters to the Editor, Publications and People.
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* indicates a major article (illustrated)
‡ indicates an item accompanied by a map
# indicates a captioned picture or short illustrated item
Berlin longer Flexity tram 1/13
Berlin-S-Bahn operating contract 9/22, 12/14
Berlin-Rummelsburg yard remodelling 11/18
BOB passengers push train 3/56
Bogota loan for trains 7/15
Brandenburg buys Haile trains 9/17
Braunschweig services contracted 1/17
Braunschweig Tramino delivered 8/18
Bremen port railway interlocks 2/21
Bremerhaven route 4 extended 9/19
Competition conditions lack of progress 6/17
DB 2014 investment 1/9
DB ETCs for ICE1 trains 11/19
DB Falkenberg tunnel construction 4/11
DB first Ix trainset 9/51*
DB Frankfurt DMU order 4/21
DB ICE3-air con trial 12/16
DB International worldwide projects 7/45*/‡, 11/8
DB Lehrte Heavyhaul 9/67*
DB network development funding 9/61
DB orders more Velaro 3/19
DB passengers push shortage 9/64
DB rail supply framework contracts 2/18
DB Reichenbach – Hof electrified 2/21
DB restructures CityNightLine network 9/40
DB Südostbayernbahn Traxx locos arrive 7/86
DB suffers coach competition 9/57*‡, 11/8
DB Sylt Shuttle to have Traxx locos 7/86
DB Talent EMU repeat orders 4/21
DB to close maintenance works 11/17
DB/Pesa DMU power packs 7/15
DB Schenker Rail building a pan-European freight railway 7/25*/‡
DB/SNCF launch apprentice training 6/63
DB Netz catenary maintenance vehicles 4/204
DB Netz cranels delivered 6/19
DB Netz Nürnberg depot 12/63
DB Netz Wuppertal signalling research centre 6/63
DB Regio Berlin – Hamburg low-cost service 7/63
DB Schenker operations centre opened 7/25*/‡
DB Schenker shunter start-stop service 12/16
DB Schenker/Dresden Centre for Rail Logistics 4/55*
Dieselnetz Allgäu operating contract 9/13
Dieselnetz Köln DMU roll out 2/18
Dieselnetz Niedersachsen-Südwest operating contract 10/17
EBA reformulated authorisation programme 2/8
Electrical equipment contract 1/16
E-Netz Rosenheim EMU sale and lease-back 9/27
Fehmarn Belt tunnel project 7/54*/‡, 11/8
Forum for Low-Noise Railways 8/28
Freiburg T5 extended 4/17
Germany in EU court again 3/19
Germany/Iran agreement to restart 3/26
Ghana
Network reconstruction to start 3/26
Germany Athens Metro Series 3 trains 7/15
TrainOSE on the cusp of change 4/62*/‡
Guatemala
RDC awarded full contract 1/11
Hungary
Beograd – Budapest upgrade plan 3/26
Budapest automated Line 4 5/164
Budapest fare collection contract 11/16
Budapest trams orders 4/18, 7/19, 9/27
Dobrecen T2 opened 4/17
Győr (Kőszeg District) ETC
Győr (Kőszeg District)
Győsv bycicle electrification 3/11
UMT tramway second route 7/16
VDB 2014 results 5/28
VDEI sponsorship confirmed 5/70
Veolia Verkehr DMU maintenance contracts 7/19
West-EMS-Network operating contract 12/8
Westfalenbahn/Abelio EMU maintenance 1/17
Greece
Network reconstruction to start 3/26
Netherlands Athens Metro Series 3 trains 7/15
TrainOSE on the cusp of change 4/62*/‡
Indonesia
Jakarta level crossings to go 1/24
Jakarta Metro Line 2 technical assistance 11/28
Jakarta metro tunneling starts 5/15
Kalimantan link 3/55, 11/17
KFC electrification 3/20
Kutoarjo – Kroya track-doubling 3/18
PT KAI diesel loco order 10/19
PT KAI Jakarta airport link coast 2/8
PT KAI Sumatra track-doubling 7/8
PT KAI Tanjung Priok container link 9/40
Sulawesi construction starts 9/17
Surabaya tram and monorail plans 2/28
Iran
RAI first ATP in service 11/7
RAI Golden Artery linking east 4/13
RAI shunter tenders 12/17
RAI Tehran – Mashhad electrification 8/7
Shiraz metro opened 11/17/5
Tabriz tram agreement 4/16
Tehran metro Line 3 extension 5/15
Iraq
IRR coach order 10/19
IRR inter-city trainset 4/13/
IRR track geometry car 6/18
Ireland
Belmond Ireland cruise train 12/48#
Dublin cross-city tramway 3/18, 4/17
Dublin tram concession extended 10/16
Transport Infrastructure Service created 3/26
Israel
sources
ISR double-deck coaches delivered 5/19
ISR electric loco tender 9/13
ISR Sirocco station 3/19
ISR station air-rights agreement 3/7
ISR station upgrades 9/26
Jerusalem tram stops glass screen 11/15
Tel Aviv – Jerusalem fast line 8/18, 10/74
Tel Aviv LRV bids in 8/19
Italy
AsianBride/SNCB Fyra settembre 6/9
ART Sardinia signalling contracts 1/16
ART to ensure competition 10/26
CFI loco order 3/19
Circumetna DMU order 1/17
Ferrovienord EMU order 4/21
FS Group 2013 results 6/21
FS Group privatisation 7/17
FS studies high speed airport connections 10/28
GRT Rail wagon investment 4/21
Italferr engineering courses 3/55
La Sapienza Transport Masters course 9/174
Milano – Seregno tramway revival 2/14
Milano airport link extension 10/18
Milano metro M5 extended 4/17
NTV complaints of unfair competition 10/26
NTV railways recession 4/47*/‡
RFI Brenner route 1500 tonne trains 9/13
RFI contact wire enhanced for 360 km/h 6/40*/‡
RFI ETCS upgrade 4/53*
RFI harnessing innovation 4/50*/‡
RFI Roma signalling contract 2/18
Roma metro Line C opened 12/12
Swiss to fund Italian works 3/10
TEN-T grants for double-tracking Terminal Italia/Interporto Bologna JV 9/7
Thello Marseille – Milano tram 11/8
Trentadue DMU 1/17
Trentadue Jazz EMU 5/84
Trentadue support for regional railways 4/55*/‡
Trentadue tests capacitor starting DMU 10/104
Trotival Vivaldi trains 4/10
JAPAN
EU-Japan Industrial Dialogue 5/28/‡
Freight Express revitalised 10/63*/‡
JR Central Tohoku Shinkansen 50th anniversary 11/17
JR Central Tokyo – Nagoya Chuo maglev 6/11
JR East CBT contract 2/12
JR East condition-based maintenance 1/37*
JR East Series E7 trains 1/76, 4/44
JR East tests battery EMU 3/12
JR East to bid for California HS 10/27
JR East Toreiyu luxury train 8/68*
JR East Yamato Line extra station 7/99
JR Hokkaido Series H5 trains 5/19, 11/19
JR Hokkaido Shinkansen 12/99
JR Kyushu tests Free Gauge Train 11/12
JR West dual-gauge Shinkansen bogie 12/47*/‡
JR West Série W7 trains 8/8
Mhara test centre 11/18
Tokyo Monorail to extend 10/14

G – J INDEX
Kazakhstan
- Semipalatinsk cement hopper order 2/19
- Olzha loan from EBRD for wagons 5/19
- KTZ Trans-Kazakhstan lines
- KTZ prototype DMU 3/19
- KTZ coach order 8/19

CFL Lyon service launched 8/9

Luxembourg
- CFL service launched 8/9
- CFL scheduling software 9/27

Kazakhstan
- KTZ Asiana ticket machines 4/9
- KTZ coach order 8/19
- KTZ loan from EBRD 2/7
- KTZ prototype DMU 3/19
- KTZ training courses by DB 9/17
- KTZ Trans-Kazakhstan lines opened 10/11
- Kuryk port development 11/11
- Olzha loan from EBRD for wagons 5/19
- Pavlodar tramway modernisation plan 1/13
- Semipalatinsk cement hopper order 2/19
- Tengizchevroill switchtamping machine 6/18

Kenya
- Kenya – Uganda standard gauge line 1/11, 6/7, 9/11
- RVR second-hand GE locos 10/19, 11/7

Korea (North)
- Rajin railway investment 1/9
- Research investment boost 10/65
- Victory modernisation project 12/8

Korea (South)
- Incheon airport maglev line 6/15
- Inter-city EMU with distributed traction 11/62
- Koral HS train orders 4/21
- Koral industrial unrest 2/28
- Koral tests Powerhaul locos 2/12
- Ministry technical co-operation with India 12/7
- Rajin railway investment 1/9
- Kor/Korea co-operation MOU 10/11
- Seoul metro car replacement 6/15
- Seoul Sosi – Won signalling 11/14

Kyrgyzstan
- KTJ GE loco order 5/19

Laos
- East-west railway groundbreaking 2/11
- Lao/China commitment to new railway 5/28

Latvia
- Daugavpils tram arrives 11/14
- Latvia – Lithuania cross-border service 2/28
- LDZ concrete sleeper contract 3/18
- LDZ electrification plans 9/10
- LDZ Riga marshalling yard capacity 8/18
- PV considers fleet renewal 9/38
- PV EMU order 6/19
- Rail Baltica project 8/28, 12/11

Libera
- Guinea ore transit plan 3/26

Libya
- Surt – Banghazi signalling 1/16

Lithuania
- Kaunas – Kažtų-Rūda signalling upgrade 5/18
- LG shunter order 3/19
- Lithuania-Latvia cross-border service agreed 2/28
- Rail Baltica project 8/7, 8/28, 12/11

Luxembourg
- CFL Lyon service launched 8/9
- CFL scheduling software 9/27

Macedonia
- MZ China rolling stock contract 8/11
- MZ Infra Kumanovo – Beljakovce reinstatement 2/8
- MZ Transport wagon order 2/19
- Skopje light rail PPP concession 2/16

Malawi
- CEAC locos from South Africa 12/17

Malaysia
- ERL EMU order 12/16
- ERL keen to bid for HS project 5/7
- KL – Singapore high speed 1/24, 3/46*, 5/7
- KL Amgping Line cars 1/24
- KL Ampong Line train contract 12/13
- KL Klang Valley Line 2 5/15
- KL Klang Valley Stadium Merdeka station 11/18
- KL RapidKL network 12/16
- KL two more metros planned 11/15
- KTMB concession plan cancelled 3/47
- SPAD East Coast corridor plan 8/28
- Tunnelling training programme 6/63

Mali
- Railway renovation agreement 11/28

Mauritania
- SNIM automated ore delimiter 1/16
- SNIM open access agreement 5/28
- SNIM to haul Askaf iron ore 7/7

Mexico
- Port Louis – Curepipe light rail contract 11/15
- BNSF/Ferromex Chicago – Mexico service 6/7
- Ferromex EMD loco order 11/19
- Ferromex Torreón yard automation 12/16
- Ferromex EMD loco order 11/19
- Government plans freight spending 3/8
- Guadalajara Line 3 5/14, 7/18, 10/15
- Mexico City – Querétaro HS route 4/13, 9/17, 11/28, 12/22
- Mexico City – Tolosa EMU contract 12/17
- Mexico City – Tuloca passenger line 4/13
- Monterrey Line 3 car order 9/19
- Monterrey Line 3 control systems 11/18
- National infrastructure programme 4/28
- OECD peer review of freight rail 4/29
- Relaunching passenger trains 8/32*

Moldova
- CFM loan from EBRD for reform 12/11

Mongolia
- Government plans rail expansion 12/10
- Tavan Tolgoi coal line agreed 5/8
- UBZD modernisation strategy 10/8
- Ulaanbaatar Railway coach order 4/2
- Ulaanbaatar Railway shunter order 6/19

Montenegro
- Looking to the future 1/52*

Morocco
- ONCF First GSM-R contract 9/14
- ONCF passenger car orders 6/19
- ONCF tank wagons delivered 5/19
- ONCF/UIC safety conferences 7/63

Mozambique
- Beacon Hill rolling stock deliveries 3/19
- CFM loco deliveries 3/19
- CFM Maputo – Matola service 5/9
- CFM rolling stock maintenance MOU 7/19
- CFM rolling stock tenders and railway concessions 2/8
- Inatter inspection staff training 11/8
- Vale GE diesel loco order 5/19, 12/17

Myanmar
- China – Myanmar link plan abandoned 9/17
- Yangon – Mandalay upgrade assistance sought 2/28
- NS sponsors book week 11/15

Namibia
- Windhoek commuter study 7/11

Netherlands
- Amsterdam metro ticketing 4/20, 5/18
- Den Haag tram repeat order 4/21
- ENS 10-year strategy 5/11
- Government more money for rail projects 7/9
- HTM Conadakade subway contract 3/18
- Level crossing control 11/16
- LTA’s vision for rail’s future 5/11
- Maasdracht – Hasselt fast tram plan 4/16
- NS/AnsaldoBreda Fyra dispute settled 4/29
- NS cuts IT suppliers 12/17
- NS Reizigers Traxx loco delivered 9/78
- NS Sprinter New Generation contract 12/10
- NS stations served every 30 min 12/7
- NS VIRM EMU modernisation 4/21
- Overijssels operator sought 12/17
- ProRail Alkmaar station rebuilding 2/18
- ProRail Delft tunnel trials 12/9
- ProRail Hardewijk station rebuilding 11/11

Philippines
- Davao City light rail 7/15
- Manila contactless AFC 3/18
- Manila LRT Line 1 support contract 8/15, 10/15, 11/15
- Manila LRT Line 2 extension 4/20
- Manila MRT Line 3 train order 7/19
- Manila north-south commuter express 2/28
- PNR (re)building bridges 6/28*
- PNR charter renewed 8/7

Poland
- Elblag tram modernisation 12/7
- Gdansk airport EMU order 8/19
- Gdansk modernises ex-Kassel trams 11/19
- GryAMILY port rail expansion 9/26
- Grotowski Wielkopolski transport plan 1/13
- Grodzisk Mazowiecki station rebuild 4/20, 9/26
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